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Commentary

CAM and Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

Alex Hankey

Health Sciences, University of Pune, Maharashtra, India

In the form of the Transcendental Meditation program CAM offers a method of eliminating deep-rooted

stress, the efficacy of which has been demonstrated in several related studies. Any discussion of CAM

and post-traumatic stress disorder should include a study of its application to Vietnam War Veterans

in which improvements were observed on all variables, and several participants were able to return to

work after several years of being unable to hold a job. The intervention has been studied for its impact

on brain and autonomic nervous system function. It has been found to be highly effective against

other stress-related conditions such as hypertension, and to improve brain coherence—a measure of

effective brain function. It should be considered a possible ‘new and improved mode of treatment’ for

PTSD, and further studies of its application made.
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Introduction

The paper in your November 2005 issue, ‘Post-Traumatic

Stress Disorder: Evidence-Based Research for the Third

Millennium’, by Iribarren and co-workers (1), contained

many pertinent references and very useful discussion. It did

not, however, propose more than palliative care to PTSD

sufferers, reducing discomfort, but not the helplessness, trials

and tribulations of long-term chronic disease management.

Had it included a study on Vietnam war veterans at the

Denver Vietnam Veterans Outreach Program in 1981 (2), this

might have been different. The study’s authors reasoned that

since, in previous studies of the Transcendental MeditationTM

program (TM) (Transcendental Meditation and TM are service

marks registered in the US Patent and Trademark Office,

licensed to Maharishi Vedic Education Development Corpora-

tion, and used under sublicense), many of the symptoms of

post-Vietnam Adjustment had been seen to reduce (see below),

veterans with PVA should improve. In their study, 28 veterans

were randomized between two groups, one of which received

normal psychotherapy and the other, the TM program. Eight

in the psychotherapy group completed the study and 10 in

the TM group. Measurements were made before and after a

3 month experimental period of delayed stress syndrome,

anxiety, depression (Fig. 1), insomnia, alcohol use, family

problems, employment status and GSR habituation to a

stressful stimulus. Improvements were seen on all measures

for the TM group, with P-values ranging from 0.05 to 0.001,

except for GSR’s where improvement only reached P < 0.10,

requiring either more time or more subjects to reach P < 0.05

if the same trend had been maintained. By comparison, no

similar changes were observed in the psychotherapy group:

deep rooted stress of the kind encountered in war induced

PTSD, ‘shell shock’, can be difficult to resolve by conven-

tional means, as evidenced by Iribarren et al. (1).

In the Denver study (2), the particular form of PTSD,

post-Vietnam adjustment was observed to reduce from 9.70 ±

2.98 to 5.80 ± 4.26, P < 0.001 for the paired, one tailed t-test,

pre and post. After the 3 month experimental period, 7 out of

the 10 of those who had participated in the Transcendental

Meditation program felt so much improved that they decided

they no longer needed the Veteran’s Center services. The

remaining three decided to continue with a combination of TM

and therapy—indicating increased hope and belief that they

too could recover. Personal impressions of the effects of TM as

an intervention included the report, ‘I feel after I meditate that

I no longer have the same burden of tension, rage and guilt

inside—it’s as if a huge burden has been lifted.’ It should be

added that for TM 3 months is a short period over which to
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measure improvements related to stress decrease. In many TM

studies, measured quantities are usually seen to continue

changing for periods of many years, e.g. health expenditures

have been seen to continue decreasing for several years (3).

Despite the small size of the study, its promise is such that it

should be followed up on a larger scale. Iribarren et al. (1)

paper made 11 references to war-related PTSD, including 8 to

the Vietnam war. They pointed out that PTSD is increasing.

About 8% of the population (over 20 million people)

experience it at some point in their lives, with 6–8 million

current sufferers. To reduce this level of suffering, and

numbers of long-term out of work, hospitalized or on

medication, and associated costs, any possible means of sys-

tematically reducing PTSD symptoms should be investigated.

The Transcendental Meditation program presents an attrac-

tive option. It has been investigated in over 600 studies of

different kinds, carried out at over 100 research institutions

in 30 countries (4–8). Variables seen to improve include

underlying psycho-physiological changes as well as benefits to

general, physical andmental health (3,9). Reductions have been

observed in spontaneous GSR’s (10), anxiety (11), depression

(12), neuroticism (13,14) and other indicators of stress (15). It

increases power (16–18) and cortical coherence (19,20) in

alpha frequencies, indicative of inner peace and lack of stress.

Modern neuroscience considers decreased brain wave

coherence indicative of decreased integration and effective-

ness of brain function. In the Virtual Scanning System of

Assessment and Treatment (21), such cortical coherence is

directly associated with the kind of poor physical, mental

and emotional health associated with PTSD, and restoring

coherence is a major aim of its system of flashing light color

therapy (22). TM’s systematic increase of coherence suggests

that it can restore normal brain function after damage caused

by trauma and unresolved after-effects.
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Figure 1. Patients suffering from post-traumatic stress problems who learned

the Transcendental Meditation program showed significant reduction in

depression after four months, in contrast to others who were randomly

assigned to receive psychotherapy.
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